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Melting Mountains: Allowing the Imagery of the
Unconscious Mind to Transform your Mind,
Emotions and Possibilities
Natalie Hill,
Our mysterious unconscious holds our unlimited potential

Uses of Imagery in Expressive Writing Therapy
Anne Bach, LMFT
This workshop demonstrates using imagery to prompt writing
for inner exploration and how to recognize the unconscious in the

normally hidden realm of the unconscious allows us to

images opens awareness of the stirrings of the unconscious

keeping us rigidly stuck and opens us up to realms of

Body As Timer: An Imagery Journey to the Moon
Aureal Williams

Deep Knowing: Entering the Realm
of Non-Ordinary Intelligence
Kim Hermanson, PhD

Just as we connect with our domestic animals, or talk with

workshop, we will take a shamanic pilgrimage into the
*For more info, check

Visionary Kabbalah: Using the Western Mystical Path
of Imagination to Heal Body, Mind and Soul
Phyllis Kahaney,
and Rachel Epstein,

method and how to apply it in daily life, to enhance their health
Imagery and Tarotpy as a Pathway to Guidance
and Healing
Lauren Z. Schneider, MFT
Pioneered in 1983, Tarotpy® integrates psychotherapy,

stimulates imagination, and accesses inner wisdom for insight

Applications of Cross-Cultural Fairy Tale Imagery
Jonathan Young, PhD

that illuminate the unique gifts of imagery and tap us into the

Educational Goals:
Deepen our Imagery skills by offering therapeutic,
complementary, integrative tools to empower ourselves
and clients/patients.
Expand our ways of knowing from the conscious,
unconscious, intuitive, and spiritual dimensions.
Explore modern and ancient wisdom practices to guide us
in the current world’s challenges.
Gather at our virtual conference to create community,
camaraderie and commitment to honoring and sharing
cultural aspects, diversity, and the Power of Imagination
with the world.
Continuing Education:
for 10 hours of continuing education credit for LMFTs, LCSWs,
LPCCs, and/or LEPs as required by the California Board of
Behavioral Sciences. Provider #138749
Imagery International is approved by the California Association
of Marriage and Family Therapists to sponsor continuing
education for LMFTs, LCSWs, LPCCs, and/or LEPs. Imagery
International maintains responsibility for this program/course
and its content.
Imagery International is also approved by the California Board
of Registered Nursing (Provider #16504) for 10 contact hours.
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